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The international interdisciplinary forum 2017 is the second edition of the conference for young
researchers of all disciplines. It allows participants to receive feedback from other disciplines about
their projects, to publish their interdisciplinary abstract and to form interdisciplinary collaborations.
At the same time, this format allows to investigate the process of interdisciplinary exchange on a
theoretical level, as we do in this learning paper. We find barriers and potentials to interdisciplinary
research on all stages of research from the research approach over methodologies to the presentation of
the results. These barriers and potentials exist on the whole range from the personal level over
unwritten community norms up to fixed systemic rules.

In several approaches towards a quantum theory of gravity, such as group field theory and loop quantum
gravity, quantum states and histories of the geometric degrees of freedom turn out to be based on discrete
spacetime. The most pressing issue is then how the smooth geometries of general relativity, expressed in terms
of suitable geometric observables, arise from such discrete quantum geometries in some semiclassical and
continuum limit. In this thesis I tackle the question of suitable observables focusing on the effective dimen-
sion of discrete quantum geometries. For this purpose I give a purely combinatorial description of the discre-
te structures which these geometries have support on. As a side topic, this allows to present an extension of
group field theory to cover the combinatorially larger kinematical state space of loop quantum gravity.
Moreover, I introduce a discrete calculus for fields on such fundamentally discrete geometries with a parti-
cular focus on the Laplacian. This permits to define the effective-dimension observables for quantum geo-
metries. Analysing various classes of quantum geometries, I find as a general result that the spectral dimen-
sion is more sensitive to the underlying combinatorial structure than to the details of the additional geome-
tric data thereon. Semiclassical states in loop quantum gravity approximate the classical geometries they are
peaking on rather well and there are no indications for stronger quantum effects. On the other hand, in the
context of a more general model of states which are superposition over a large number of complexes, based
on analytic solutions, there is a flow of the spectral dimension from the topological dimension d on low ener-
gy scales to a real number between 0 and d on high energy scales. In the particular case of 1 these results
allow to understand the quantum geometry as effectively fractal.opportunities.
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Introduction

Interdisciplinary work has an important potential for research, however there may also arise
problems linking different research fields. In order to void such problems and to support a
fruitful exchange between young researchers of various disciplines, we organized the
conference International Interdisciplinary Forum 2017 as a successor of the first
Interdisciplinary Forum 2016. At this forum, every participant has the opportunity to present
an interdisciplinary project and to receive feedback from participants of other disciplines. The
conference was opened by introduction talks from Dr. Thomas Sukopp about interdisciplin-
arity in theory and from Prof. Dr. Susanne Beck about interdisciplinarity in practice and
accompanied by an evening talk from Jovan Shopovski about publishing interdisciplinary
research. The forum was finalized by an evaluation session and deepening session for
interdisciplinary collaborations.

The abstracts of the participant’s presentations can be found in the conference proceedings in
the appendix. The appendix further contains a summary of the feedback of the participants.
Also photos of the conference are attached at the end of the document.

Goal

Goal of the interdisciplinary forum to allow participants to
• gain practical experience in interdisciplinary exchange
• make theoretical deductions for future interdisciplinary work
• advance their interdisciplinary projects based on the feedback of the other participants
• give a public platform for the research of young scientists
• initiate interdisciplinary collaborations with other conference participants

Furthermore the interdisciplinary forum aims at answering the theoretical questions described
in the following section.

Barriers and Potentials of Interdisciplinary Research

What are barriers and potentials of interdisciplinary research? How can the barriers be
overcome? How can the potentials be exploited? During the conference we observed
presentations and discussions between the participants with regard to these questions. During
the evaluation session on Sunday we discussed these questions explicitly with the participants.

We accumulated a high number of responses. In order to be able to better understand those
responses, we classified them. We distinguish between issues related to the interdisciplinary
research itself on the one hand side, and on the other hand side on practical issues about
interdisciplinary project management.
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Interdisciplinary Research

Barriers and potentials on the level of the research occur on different stages of research,
namely in the research approach, the methods and the results. We further refine our
classification on a range from personal aspects over unwritten norms among peers up to fixed
systemic rules. Issues on this range are interrelated. Every discipline is historically grown
differently and thus has a different tradition. Every field has their own image and thus attracts
people who are in a certain way homogeneous, e.g. who mostly like the image of this
discipline. This rather homogeneous group of people are the peers within this field. Implicitly,
they define unwritten norms by reviewing the other members of the field. The unwritten
norms turn partially into written norms and even into fixed systemic rules e.g. for funding or
journal requirements. The other way round, the fixed norms suggest certain unwritten
implications and promote according attitudes and people working in this field develop
according character traits.

The following table gives an overview about how potentials and barriers of interdisciplinary
research may be classified:

Stage of research Personal level Norms, peers
Research approach Intuition Community values
Methods Skills Commonly recognized 

methods
Results Understanding, knowledge Presentation to peers

In the following sections we give more detailed examples.

Barriers and potentials in research approaches

Every field has its own typical types of research goals and typical types questions that are
commonly acknowledged to be interesting. From the point of view of other disciplines, the
same questions may seem completely irrelevant. E.g.: In computer science the goal is often to
create an abstract algorithm solving a specific benchmark more efficiently whereas in biology
the focus is on understanding naturally given facts. Law concentrates focuses mostly on
relationships between legal texts whereas philosophy has its main argumentation on an ethical
level even when both discuss the same topic.

Some areas prefer deductive research approaches, others inductive ones. Some fields
appreciate qualitative approaches, others prefer quantitative studies or even require data in
every research project
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Traditionally, the scientific system supports unidisciplinary work. Decisions on funding,
publications and career advances are traditionally made by peers of the own discipline. In these
cases, interdisciplinarity are often hard to defend. Mixing the own norms with norms from
other fields makes the application of the own norms less pure and thus often decreases
reputation. However, in the last decades, the trend of interdisciplinarity has strengthened.
Interdisciplinary faculties have developed, journals relating to different fields have been
launched, some funding schemes support explicitly interdisciplinary research. Some funding
schemes make interdisciplinarity a requirement. This even leads to situations in which
unidisciplinary project teams include researchers from other disciplines only to fulfill the
requirements of an interdisciplinary funding scheme. Such cases of forced interdisciplinarity
may be in some cases only formal but in other cases may lead to deep interdisciplinary exchange
even though the team members initially were not convinced of the interdisciplinary potential.

Barriers and potentials in methods

Every area has its typical methods and every method requires the researchers to have specific
skills. Accordingly, people in every discipline learn mostly the skills which are required for the
typical methods of this field. Even though in most cases, these typical methods are applied, in
some cases other, non-typical methods and skills are required to answer a research question.
Instead of learning such non-typical skills it might be easier to ask a researcher from another
field for support concerning a specific method. It is not trivial to know which methods exist in
other areas and in which cases to apply them.

A typical constellation of an interdisciplinary research project is that one discipline poses a
scientific question and needs methodologies of a different field. In this case, stereotypes may
help finding the discipline from which to ask this methodological contribution. Stereotypes
about skills of researchers from other fields may be beneficial but also harbor dangers. On the
one hand, they help, e.g. if a research project brings up legal questions, one can take advantage
of assuming that law scientists know well this area. Or if a project requires novel computer
algorithmic implementations, the stereotype that computer scientists may relate well to the
topic is probably a good approach. On the other hand, law researchers are asked to give only
legal advice, which they are in some cases not allowed because it is restricted to a specific legal
consultants. In other projects, computer scientists may be asked to solely implement software,
which is why they might feel to be misused as software engineers instead of computer scientists.

Methodology does not only mean applying a method. It also means deciding in which cases
one method is appropriate and in which cases another one. Within the own field, one has
experience in deciding which type of research questions gets well along with which type of
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methods. One has the intuition of which method to choose. When the method comes from a
different discipline, this question is harder, one might need to contact representatives of
different fields and exchange research questions and methods in order to find out which
method is most appropriate for the questions of interest.

When the method of another area is understood and applied, this may lead to the process of
adapting the method to the research question of the own field. This in turn carries potential
not only in answering this specific question but also in developing a new method for this
research area.

Barriers and potentials in results

Depending on the research area, there are different notions of knowledge and hence different
notions of what is valuable as true research. Some fields appreciate qualitative theories
described in words. Others value quantifications in words or numbers. In again other fields
every research result needs to be backed by data. 

Finally the results need to be presented in written. This presentation depends on the research
areas. In every discipline there is a specific there is a typical outline of a written scientific work.
E.g. in computer science this would be: Introduction – literature review – methods –
experiment – results – discussion – future work. But in biology it would be: introduction
(including literature review) – results – materials and methods – discussion. Also the style of
writing depends on the discipline. In some areas detailed explanations are preferable, in others
conciseness is appreciated. In some fields researchers write in a personal form using “we” or “I”,
other fields prefer passive forms or writing about “this paper”.

In some areas monographs are preferred, others appreciate short research papers. In some areas
only peer-reviewed journal publications count. In other areas acceptance in peer-reviewed
conferences are considered as first-class publications. But in the standards and the
environments of which research area should one publish interdisciplinary research? Maybe it is
easier to gain quick reputation in the field in which one is more experienced. To reach the
important and critical target audience it might be advantageous to publish in the area in which
one has less experience.

Also the order of authors on a paper depends on the scientific field. One norm is to numerate
the authors of a paper by descending contribution and the head of the group as last author. An
alternative norm is to enumerate authors by alphabetical order. The application of these norms
is in many cases not specified by journals or funders but rather an unwritten rule of a
discipline.
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Interdisciplinary project management

Interdisciplinarity is not only an important aspect on the level of the research itself but also on
the level of project management of interdisciplinary research. Barriers and potentials in
interdisciplinary project management are described in the following paragraphs.

Finding each other

Within the own discipline one knows who are the experts and how to recognize them. In other
fields, it is harder to find out the experts and who is well suited for a specific project. In order
to overcome this problem it might be recommendable to first make some rather broad contacts
within the target field and then follow their recommendations with regard to experts on the
investigated topic.

When looking for project partners, one should be open to different character traits. One can
expect character traits in unidisciplinary teams to be more homogeneous than in interdisciplin-
ary teams. For example a historian might be rather analytic, an artist maybe rather creative
and a mechanical engineer rather technical. In such heterogeneous teams it is especially
important to respect each others qualities even though communication is sometimes harder.
Taking advantage from this heterogeneity allows to get solutions in line with the different
characteristics, e.g. a good analysis of the problem, a creative solution and a sound technical
implementation.

Communication

A common problem seems to be that one values ones own discipline higher than other
disciplines. Consequences may be that one does not take serious arguments of the other side
and thus prevents an exchange before it has even really started. It may also be that the other side
appreciates less the own arguments which may demotivate. On the other hand it may be
fulfilling to discover the values of the other, the different structure of thinking and that the two
disciplines need each other.

In interdisciplinary projects one should in particular pay attention on being humble, respecting
the others and their values. One should be open to discussions, open to uncertainties and
propositions of the other. In interdisciplinary exchange it may be sometimes tempting to judge
others because of the various differences. Such judging should be well thought, one should
think about if it is really appropriate and it should be constructive.

Within a discipline a single word may have various different definitions. Between disciplines
these differences are even larger. E.g. the word “autonomy” has a very different understanding
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in ethics, law, economics and robotics. In communication with other disciplines one should be
sensitive to such different interpretations of the same word. In explanations of concepts one
should always define the used terms in case of doubt if others have a similar understanding.
Seeing points of views of different disciplines on the same term can be quite revealing and give
a more global view of the issue under investigation.

On the other hand, a similar meaning might be described by different terms in different
disciplines. This is an important issue when making literature research. Searching literature
only based on the term from the own discipline may give mainly results from the own
discipline. It is recommendable to first investigate if in the target discipline a different term is
used and then base the literature search on this term.

Risks

Interdisciplinary projects are riskier than unidisciplinary ones. Within the own field of research
one can estimate results. One has a good intuition about what is achievable in a certain time
frame. Patterns from one project to the other are rather similar. In interdisciplinary projects
such patterns are more diverse and estimations are harder to make. On the other hand, in the
case the project succeeds one may have a broader impact, at least on the two or more
disciplines involved, but also since many research problems remain unsolved due to a lack of
interdisciplinarity. One should be aware of this riskiness of interdisciplinarity and be accord-
ingly open to changes within the project and, in case of failure, to learn from this experience for
future interdisciplinary projects.

The interdisciplinary forum as a means of studying interdisciplinarity

On an abstract level, the format of the interdisciplinary forum may be used as a framework for
comparative studies about interdisciplinarity. The formats of scientific exchange are different
in every discipline, in some areas conferences have typically 20 participants, in other areas 500
participants on a conference is normal. The interdisciplinary forum gives a common and
constant framework of exchange for all disciplines. This gives the opportunity to compare how
representatives of different areas structure their presentations, what kind of questions they ask
and to what extend there are differences in language and attitude. This conference provides
constants in a very heterogeneous environment.

Future work

We intend to continue the format of the interdisciplinary forum next year, learning from the
rich feedback we received from the participants and from the theoretical deductions we made
in this report.
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Conclusion

The interdisciplinary forum allowed young researchers from various disciplines and various
countries to exchange their ideas, initiate collaborations and publish their abstracts. These
exchanges were fruitful as we could see during the evaluation session. On a more theoretical
level we could learn several aspects of interdisciplinary research that we summarized
systematically in this report.
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